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How Is Radiation Dose In CT Quantified?

▸ Volume CTDI (CTDIvol) describes radiation output from a CT scanner. 
Does not represent patient’s absorbed dose, which must take into 
account patient’s body habitus. 

– AAPM developed a method to do this: Size-specific dose estimates (SSDE) 

▸ Because most data on radiation risk involves whole-body exposures, a 
radiation protection quantity known as effective dose is used to 
compare risks from partial-body irradiations, such as CT, with risks 
from whole-body irradiations

– Effective dose does not represent the individual biological risk to any 
particular patient, but rather is used to compare the risk from different types 
of radiation sources and different imaging exams

▸ When evaluating the “dose” from a CT scan, know what type of dose 
is being used

– Absorbed dose to the brain from a head CT scan is about 60 mGy
(can be expressed in mSv, which causes confusion)

– Effective dose from the same CT scan is only about 1.5 mSv



How Much Radiation Does CT Use? 

Source of exposure Effective Dose (mSv)

Head CT 1 - 2

Chest CT 4 - 7

Abdomen/Pelvis CT 6 - 10

Coronary artery calcification CT 1 - 3

Cardiac CT angiogram 1 – 12

Naturally occurring background radiation 1 – 20 (average = 3)

Maximum allowable annual occupation dose 50 (US)



How Much Radiation Is Dangerous? 

▸ Acute whole-body doses from 100’s to 1,000’s mSv
increase the long-term risk of cancer

▸ No statistically significant excess cancer mortality has 
been reported in the atomic bomb survivors who 
received acute whole-body doses below 100 - 150 mSv



Cancer Incidence In Atomic Bomb Survivors

= Effective dose (mSv)

Background



Is There Any Direct Evidence That CT Scans 
Cause Cancer?

▸ At the low doses from medical imaging, the magnitude of any 

long-term increase in cancer risk is controversial because the 

risks (if they exist) are lower than our ability to discern them 

with confidence from current epidemiological studies 

▸ Two papers (Pearce et al and Mathews et al) claimed to have 

demonstrated an increased risk from pediatric CT

– Findings must be interpreted with caution because of serious 

methodological limitations and highly improbable results 

▸ Two studies that considered the conditions that prompted the 

CT scan, family history and other predisposing factors, found no 

significant excess cancer risk from CT scans 



Are Estimates Of How Many People Exposed To CT 
Will Die Of Radiation-induced Cancer Accurate?

▸ 2009 article estimated that the 70 million CT scans performed 

in the US in 2007 could result in 29,000 excess cancers (0.04%

increase) and 14,500 excess deaths (0.02% increase) 

▸ This study, and others like it, was a hypothetical exercise. 

▸ Using data from the BEIR VII report, the authors took small and 

highly uncertain estimates of risks from ionizing radiation and 

multiplied these by a large number of CT scans

▸ No patient was studied, no doses were measured and no 

excess cancer cases were reported



Scientifically Unsound Methodology

▸ The inference that there will be any excess cancer 
deaths using this speculative mathematical exercise 
has been criticized by numerous scientific and 
professional organizations 

– United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of 
Atomic Radiation

– International Commission on Radiation Protection

– International Organization for Medical Physics

– National Council on Radiation Protection & Measurements

– American Association of Physicists in Medicine

– Health Physics Society



Children Are Much More Sensitive To Radiation Than Are 
Adults: Is It Appropriate To Use Exams Like CT In Children? 

▸ Children are more radiosensitive than adults for thyroid, 
skin, breast, hematopoietic, and brain cancers

▸ In other tumor types, children are either no more 
sensitive (eg, bladder cancer) or less sensitive (eg, lung 
cancer) than adults

▸ In the remaining half of the 23 tumor sites evaluated 
(eg, Hodgkin lymphoma, esophagus, prostate, rectum, 
and uterus cancer), there is either no evidence of a link 
between radiation and cancer or the evidence is too 
weak to draw any conclusions, particularly with regard 
to risk as a function of age



To Scan Or Not To Scan?

▸ The answer to this question should be based on the 
medical need

▸ If the information is needed for patient care, the 
medical benefit of appropriate imaging far 
outweighs the low, future, and theoretical risk of the 
radiation received



What Is Being Done To Lower Radiation 
Exposures? 

▸ Doses have decreased 30-70% in the past decade

▸ This reduction in dose for CT imaging is partly due to 
several types of dose reduction technology

– automatic exposure control

– kV optimization

– better detectors

– iterative reconstruction

▸ TJC requires radiology departments to track and 
compare dose levels with other medical centers

– Allows departments to alter their practice if their dose 
levels fall above national normative data.



Education And Optimization

▸ Image Gently and Image Wisely, RSNA, ACR, AAPM, SNM

– educational summits, symposia, websites and teaching materials

– standardized scanning protocols

– scientific reports and testing protocols to accurately quanitify
scanner radiation output and patient absorbed doses

– quality improvement initiatives

– appropriate use criteria and guidelines

– accreditation and training programs

– advocacy at the national level for legislation to mandate 
important imaging safety and quality improvement activities



Why Do The Doses Provided In Radiation 
Reports Vary So Much?

▸ Doses needed to produce diagnostically acceptable 
images will vary with

– indication

– patient size

– equipment used

▸ Doubling the amount of radiation produced by the 
scanner (CTDIvol) when imaging an obese patient 
does not result in twice the dose 

– Absorption of energy in the adipose tissue surrounding 
sensitive tissues and organs keeps dose to critical organs 
relatively constant



At What Point Does The Cumulative Dose From Repeated Examinations 
Become Dangerous? Should Previous Examinations Be Considered When 
Ordering New Examinations? 

▸ DNA damage due to physiological processes have 
required the body to develop robust, albeit 
sometimes imperfect, mechanisms for repairing 
such damage

▸ Within 24 hrs of a CT, the number of observed 
double strand breaks had returned to below 
baseline levels*

▸ Medical justification is the only factor to consider

*Lobrich M, Rief N, Kuhne M, et al. In vivo formation and repair of DNA double-strand breaks 
after computed tomography examinations. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 2005;102:8984-8989.



Should I Order Examinations That Use Lower Doses Of Radiation (Such 
As Chest Radiographs) Or Nonionizing Radiation (Such As Ultrasound 
And Magnetic Resonance Imaging) Rather Than CT Scans? 

▸ Every type of imaging test has advantages and 
disadvantages: cost, speed, anatomic coverage, 
availability, local expertise, comfort, image quality, 
and diagnostic accuracy all need to be considered

▸ If these compare favorably, it is reasonable to 
choose a low- or no-radiation procedure if it is as 
accurate and as appropriate as the higher-radiation 
procedure for the needed diagnostic task 



What Important Points Should I Consider Discussing 
With Patients Concerned About Radiation Exposure? 

▸ An approach that …

– puts both benefit and risk into perspective

– teaches about similar low levels of risk

– discusses alternatives to CT imaging (and their potential 
benefits and risks) 

is most effective 



Putting Risk Into Perspective

▸ Comparing the magnitude of the low potential risk 
of cancer from CT imaging (eg, 1 in 2000 [0.05%]) 
with that from other activities can help patients put 
the risk from CT into perspective 

– The risk of dying from a motor vehicle accident in the US is 
1 in 109 (0.9%) - 18 times higher than the potential risk of 
dying from cancer from an abdominal CT scan

– The population risk of dying from cancer in the US is 
between 1 in 4 (25%) and 1 in 5 (20%)

▸ For patients with serious diseases, the relative risk 
of CT scans in even lower
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